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Everyone has had some challenging life experiences. The facet of “sitting up
straight” is evident in my life today. Based on my proper teaching ethics and coercion
to foster children with special needs, I strongly believe on their prosperity. A child
who had experienced alienation, low self-esteem, loneliness and, whose posture
defines their feelings will one-day sit-up straight in confidence and reassurance that
they be counted as champions. Every child progresses to an achiever because of
a teacher’s influence. A teacher communicates ideas and positively assists children
to differentiate various learning concepts and create advancement into the normal
challenges that subsist or exist. I wish to become a special education teacher
because although accrued knowledge assists a child to integrate skills, character,
and knowledge or interest in various fields, teaching enhances developmental
change as the main mechanism to positive gains.
My major is communication and routine has revolutionized over the
years since I graduated from the University of Massachusetts. From a personal
perspective, the benefits as well as experience have been progressive and extensive
due to the multitude of occupations that I got involved in as my curriculum vitae
confirms. The passionate for assisting children faces an outstretch within and
the passion comes from a tremendous inner feeling that our lives are completely
saturated with challenging panache thus the need for guidance or assistants to
confront the future problems.
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Regardless of the subject one decides to major in, I believe that life offers
a competitive advantage and greater chances to gain unique extra knowledge,
skills, problem-solving tactics and, logical thinking formulas. Having a bachelor’s
degree that was less than satisfactory in 1996 has not deterred my ambitions
to achieve a masters’ degree on time. Experience has showed that I possess
excellent competence in solving tough multidimensional problems that require deep
imaginations and sensitivity to quite a number of apprehensions. Ability to serve
people is the main catalyst to positive development or innovation, in majority of the
field I constantly engage. As much as I have gained a lot of experience, much have
changed since I graduated, and there is an eminent need to upgrade my educational
status.
I hereby aim at venturing and acquiring a higher education status in the
Special Education field, which is the choice that resonates in all my endeavours
regardless of the subject matter. The skill teaches me that a special educator
is creative enough to meet unique and challenges that are anticipatable. They
require patience to deliver the right output and assist people, especially children in
integrating some individual flairs and imaginations in the educational fields to have
a better, interesting and easier life. Special needy people should now that they are
important and highly appreciated in the society as important resources opposed to
liabilities. Having dealt with a wide range of personalities and special needs, I have
gained a special educational platform and experience that creates special interest in
assisting people especially children with special needs in a strong consideration that
disability is not inability.
I have had a life full of a wide range of lucrative choices but understanding
people and how to live a full enticing life seems inevitable to me. In line with my
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experience, service to people resonates in each aspect I pursue. For instance as an
accomplished interior designer for the last six years through a couple of continual
education programs in core design courses from the school of visual Arts, I have
been able to assist people over decision making. I juggled the career of real interior
designing with that of Real Estate as a sales person in NYC, since I obtained a New
York real state licence. Most of the client had no idea of handling the expansive
space and upon my appointment; I realized my required need to assist them. The
current states of affairs economically have forced a halt on the Real Estate dealings,
an thus my luxury of utilizing the interior designer skills such as a keen or for-details
eye seem unnecessary for people who wish to cut down on the costs.
Upon dropping out from Real Estate due to economic downfall, I landed
a Personal Assistant job at Glendale Construction Company, a field I hardly had
much experience. This company is nothing short of an empire due to the challenges
that came my way. The personal believe to possess the ability to deal with any
challenging aspect that comes by through engaging my mind fully in it was stronger
during this tenure. I worked in conferences and meetings with the powered attorneys,
architects, accountants and, engineers and the opportunity to date proved valuable.
Life offered a wide range and great opportunity for creativity and innovativeness,
which were impossible to predict.
People would guess that the main gain from working experience is financial,
knowledge and strategic growth but I have acquired existence that is more
meaningful and interpersonal relationships, which were personally a lot more than
anything else was. I believe engaging in a higher education program will strengthen
the relationship with people through a built up rapport among those of the same
career interest but diverse backgrounds. I plan to build rapport with my professors
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too because beside the academic skills, the bigger challenge is building a
teamwork and social platforms. I am ready to take up the graduation challenges
since competition gives the participant a chance to advance through analysis of
accomplishments and passion. I can proclaim to be highly prepared academically
and personally to engage in the Special education program, since am certain it will
connect some critical thinking, analysis, testing and implementation of skills on future
developments in today’s modernized world. Intelligently I engage critical thinking in
all aspects of life and this is a strong feature to base all the anticipated challenges
during the degree program.
Life related challenges are bond to increase but the biggest of them is ability
to contain societal problems in the technological age. The technology is a catalyst
for positive change in society because of assistance to solve present and future
challenges. For this reason, I strongly believe that even without prior experience or
course work in a particular field, one can gain intelligence as well as character as the
true goals of education.
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